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The number 13 evokes conflicting emotions: for some people it is unlucky, for others
– totally the opposite. That’s why it goes so well with this year’s topic of our birthday:
CONFLICT. This is one of the most frequently used words these days, both in the
media and in private conversations. We all feel we live in the times of crisis and climax.
And yet, conflicts have been with us for ever. Maybe we were lulled by the naïve belief
that there is nothing but progress and development around us? In the meantime,
conflicts were growing up swept under the carpet of political correctness, and the
creeping demons from the past were breeding alongside.
What does it all have to do with design, usually associated with free markets and
aspiration for a better and cooler life? To some extent, design itself contributed to the
dramatic growth of contrasts: poverty and wealth, consumerism and sustainability,
comfort and care for the natural environment – any many others. However, the culprit
is also able to create tools that will help solve the conflicts of the modern world, or at
least mitigate their social consequences. LET’S TALK – we must listen to each other.
LET’S OPEN OUR EYES – we must see. LET’S NOT BE AFRAID – we must control
our emotions. LET’S LEARN to make use of the conflicts and turn them into a creative
force.

Visit us in Cieszyn on 26-28 January 2018.

PROGRAM OF THE 13TH BIRTHDAY

FRIDAY, 26.01.2018
4.00 Human Cities. Challenging the City
Scale – opening of the exhibition * / former
border guard building, Zamkowa 1
4.30 Przystanek Cieszyn/ Cieszyn Stop
– opening of the exhibition* / building A
“Oranżeria”
5.00-7.30 Design and conflict*/ building B,
exhibition room
opening speech: Ewa Gołębiowska
(director of Zamek Cieszyn)
Face to face with conflict: introduction –
Monika Klonowska
debate:
• Jarosław Gwizdak (judge, Civil Judge of the
Year 2015),
• Paweł Jaworski (architect, founder of “Fix
Your City Foundation”),
• Monika Klonowska (psychologist, coach,
counsellor),
• Rafał Kołodziej (counsellor, business coach),
• Piotr Tyszko-Chmielowiec (dendrologist,
naturalist, educator),
• Anne Stenros (Chief Design Officer of the
city of Helsinki),
moderator: Agata Urbanik
(president of “Room for Dialogue Foundation”,
social scientist, coach)
concluding speech: Tadeusz Sławek (literary
scholar, essayist, poet, translator)

8.00 In place of a party
space for discussions, “New Inspirations”
concert Katarzyna Broda-Firla & Friends,
open ceramic studio of Bogdan Kosak, snacks
and treats – “conflict cuisine” with
Aleksander Wojtasik / Świetlica Krytyki
Politycznej Na Granicy, Przykopa 20

SATURDAY, 27.01.2018
10.00–11.15 Designing for Complexity, Chaos
and Conflict – Anne Stenros (Chief Design
Officer of the city of Helsinki)*
building B, exhibition room

2.30–3.30 Zines as qualitative forms of
analysis* – Monica Biagioli (London College of
Communication) / building B, exhibition room

SATURDAY, 27.01.2018
4.00 Graduation Projects 2017
opening of the exhibition / building A
“Oranżeria”, exhibition room
5.00 Laugther yoga – using laughter in conflict
situations: workshop with Agnieszka Szotek
(laughter yogi, coach)
building A “Oranżeria”, conference room

SUNDAY, 28.01.2018
11.30–1.00 Create Your Own Zine* –
workshop with Monica Biagioli
/ building B, exhibition room
Ca(u)ses of conflict* – workshop with
Jarosław Gwizdak / building A “Oranżeria”,
conference room
How to solve a conflict related to changes in a
street?* – workshop with Paweł Jaworski
State Music School, Zamkowa 3
Futures thinking as a method of getting out of
today’s conflict* – workshop with
Rafał Kołodziej / State Music School,
Zamkowa 3
Dendrophiles vs. dendrophobes*
– workshop with Piotr Tyszko-Chmielowiec /
State Music School, Zamkowa 3
1.00–2.30 lunch
building B, conference room

ACCOMPANYING EVENTS

8.00–4.30 Waves of conflict and sea of peace
trip around Cieszyn Silesia with Andrzej Drobik
(journalist, editor of the book about Cieszyn
Silesia Rozmowy o Śląsku Cieszyńskim).
Cost: PLN 50
11.00–12.00
Laughter yoga for families
workshop with Agnieszka Szotek
building B, exhibition room
12.00–2.00
Cooking for peace and generations
cooking workshop for families with Aleksander
Wojtasik (Mandala Centrum)
building B, conference room

10.00 UFO – a plate for your neighbour
ceramic workshop
Bogdan Kosak’s ceramic studio
(Przykopa 20, Cieszyn).
Registration:
natalia.kaluza@krytykapolityczna.pl
4.00 Wstawajta no bracia... – nativity play
based on folk motifs
Świetlica Krytyki Politycznej Na Granicy
(Przykopa 20, Cieszyn)

* Events realized as part of the project “Human Cities.
Challenging the City Scale 2014-2018” co-financed by
the Creative Europe programme.
To take part in the events you must register. More details
on www.zamekcieszyn.pl

